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Recap and update on objectives
Northern Powergrid’s future vision is to reach net zero
through decarbonization of the energy system. This involves
transitioning from distribution network operation (DNO) to
distribution system operation (DSO) and taking a more
sophisticated role in providing energy to customers.
A key challenge for NPg within this is the ability to
communicate and execute the transition in a way that is fair,
accessible and equitable to all users. There is a need to
explore the most effective ways to communicate future
changes to customers in language and media format that
resonates with their priorities and values. This will help to
ensure future steps in the transition have a fair and socially
responsible impact across demographics.
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Develop and test customer communication
Work alongside Energy Saving trust to build a portal of
communication in order to test the right language and storytelling to develop clear customer focused communication.
Understand the most resonant forms of communication and
identify which key information should be used to engage NPg’s
customers.

Address customer vulnerabilities
To ensure consistent fairness, we must ensure communication of
the future changes are valid and supportive of vulnerable
customers. Specific barriers for vulnerable customers must be
defined and highlighted.
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Research involves four steps: Building communication, group
workshops, depths with vulnerable customers and final debreif
Energy Saving Trust provided a bank of communication web pages and we tested these in customer
workshops

Co-creation of
communication materials
Ongoing communication and
development meetings involving key
stakeholders from Norther Powergrid
and the Energy Saving Trust.
Objectives:
▪ Ensure guiding principles
(identified in phase 1) are applied
throughout

▪ Build communication strategy
around 3 subjects and action
draft material

Customer workshops
Customer workshops to explore
response to communication. We
think a group dynamic will be best
placed to allow ideas to be
generated and conversation to flow,
with differing opinions creating
points of discussion.

Customers will be given
communication materials – either via
an online portal or app ahead of the
workshop and asked to spend some
time reading and reviewing.
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Vulnerable customer
depths
Depths with vulnerable customers
and/or supporters will also ensure
proposition is reviewed through a
comprehensive lens of
disadvantaged customers.
We will re-group after the group
workshops for an interim view of
customer findings and then we can
focus our discussion guide on
specifics of NPG’s vulnerable
customers.

Engage with key
stakeholders
A debrief session: We will run
through the results of the research
project and findings of the depths
interviews to inform how the
communication has landed and
identify areas of need to be taken
forward.
A comprehensive report: Following
the completion of the work, we will
deliver a detailed PowerPoint report
outlining clear insights and direction,
pulling insights and findings from
both phases of the research
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Who we spoke to and what we did
x10 1-hour interviews with vulnerable customers
Profile
X3 Older Customers
X3 Financially vulnerable customers

X3 Customers with reliance on electric medical
equipment/safety issues

Mix of those living in rural/semi-rural and urban areas
Mix of those living alone, and those living with others
Mix of gender
Mix of SEG/affluence
A mix of environmentally engaged respondents
Mix of homeowners and those in private or social housing rented
accommodation

X1 visually impaired customer

• Respondents were sent a bank of Energy Saving Trust Content (articles, videos, blogs, quiz’s) to read and engage with ahead of the
workshop
• They read and made notes of what they found most interesting, engaging and important for them. They also noted anything
confusing/hard to understand or information they felt was missing.
• We also discussed general attitudes and understanding of decabonisation and Net Zero
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Topline findings
There are many similarities to the first stage of research, with concerns of vulnerable
customers centering around financial implications and confusion over what is applicable to
them personally.

However, a sense of fear, alienation and lack of control is dialed up in vulnerable customers
resulting in a far greater need for reassurance and more personalized and tailored
information.

Blanket advice in communication can feel hollow and intensify feelings of helplessness – it
is important to filter information and offer it a range of digestible formats (quiz’s,
consultations, community talks, email comms)

Specific vulnerabilities have a greater need in certain areas and should have key information
focused on these – for mobility it is all around a heavy reliance on cars, financial is about
rising costs of bills and for elderly it is about lack of trust or confidence in making changes. For
visually impaired there is a concern around whether new technology will be accessible.
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Vulnerable customers
Understanding the needs and concerns
around decarbonisation

Key vulnerable customer groups were considered
Financially vulnerable customers
Mobility issues/ dependence on
electricity for medical devices
Older customers

Visually Impaired
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Each customer group has needs that shape their day-to-day
lives, limiting them in unique ways
Financially vulnerable
-

-

-

Financially vulnerable customers
are living life day-by-day, often
struggling to think about the
distant future as they focus on
how to pay for their daily needs

Even those who are receiving
financial support feel their
budget is already stretched
This is especially the case
currently: winter is approaching,
rising costs of heating are in the
news, and covid still creates an
air of uncertainty

“I’m still not putting the heating on
even though it’s getting very cold
because it already costs a lot and is
about to get even more expensive”
Financially Vulnerable

-

A safe home is everything: these
customers are heavily reliant on
their bespoke at home set up to
ensure their comfort

-

They also have a heightened
dependence on cars for
transport, limiting their options
for change

-

Physical limitations means their
daily routines are typically quite
regimented, and small changes
can cause a big disruption

“I can’t walk much at all, so I’d be
scuppered if there were a power cut
at home or stranded if my car were
to break down”
Customer with mobility issues
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Visually Impaired

Older customers

Mobility issues

-

Older customers are often set in
their ways, especially when it
comes to their homes

-

Long-established systems and
routines at home are hard to
alter – ‘what’s the point?’

-

They are concerned with the
now, or the near future where
they may encounter further
medical or mobility issues as they
age

“I’ve been in my house for 15 years
and everything works how I want it
to. I’d only move if I got to the stage
where I couldn’t manage the stairs
anymore”
Older Customer

-

Visually impaired customers have
specific needs around technology
for reading - audio controlled
devices and programs that allow
them to interpret information

-

They are unlikely to be in
employment and rely on benefits
or support for another household
member for income therefore are
usually financially constrained

-

They rely on public transport to get
around as are unable to drive
themselves

“I need to ensure all information I
receive is in a certain format so I can
read it though my software. Any
new technology would have to have
accessibility built into it”
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Although each has their own challenges regarding
decarbonisation, all are left with the same key concern
-

Already have too much to
think about: hard to find
mental space for wider
global issues
- Financial aid for
decarbonization schemes
feels like a ‘rich person’s
solution’ – i.e. not for
them
- Those in social housing
have no control over wider
changes

Mobility issues

Older customers

Financially vulnerable
-

-

“I’m in social housing...it’s not my job to
suggest solar panels, no-one would listen
to me”
Financially Vulnerable
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Many are on a tight
budget with frail
dependents
Time is limited: a fear
they won’t be around
long enough to see the
environmental or
financial benefits of
change

Making sudden
adaptations to
household and vehicles
feels very high risk
Public transport is either
inaccessible, unreliable
or getting cut
- They often have
dependents who would
also resist change, e.g., ill
partners
-

-

‘Is this really worth the financial
and physical disruption?’

-

-

-

Visually Impaired
Any adaptions to house
systems would need
extra support for
installation and would
need to be set up in an
assessable way (ie. No
touch screens)
Electric public transport
is silent, they relay on
sound for navigation
Rely on benefits so have
very low income

“My wife has dementia and I have a stair
lift, I can’t just suddenly change my
electricity and heating set up, especially
when I might not be here in 10 years!”
Older customer with mobility issues
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Prior knowledge of decarbonization and Net Zero was
minimal, but there was a wider awareness of climate change
-

Terms such as ‘decarbonization’ and ‘Net Zero’ felt alien to these customers
For those that had heard of them, there was only a basic level of understanding

Instead, terminology such as ‘climate change’ and ‘global warming’ felt much more familiar
These have been topical in media and school education for decades, but recent increased focus in
the press combined with high profile events such as Cop26 makes this is a top-of-mind topic

Customers know there are pressing issues to address, but are unsure of where to begin:
It’s time
sensitive….

A lot needs
to be
done…

It’ll be a
combined
effort…

There are
lots of
ways to
help…

…But 2050 still feels very
far away

…But I have no idea
where we start

…But who does what,
and what is my role?

…But which are most
relevant to me?
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Everyone understands the importance of decarbonisation,
but they are less clear on whose responsibility it is to change
While they understand that this is a joint effort,
vulnerable customers feel that the responsibility should
come from the top down, where they want to be led by
example:
Government:
Clearer legislation and timelines with achievable goals that
hold companies accountable
Funding and schemes that help individuals get involved

-

-

-

Companies:
Only producing eco-friendly products
Guidance on what changes are most suitable for them as
customers
Financial aid and encouragement to help them get started
Clear ‘end goals’ to explicitly outline where the benefits
outweigh the risk
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“We would all love to do our bit but I
have absolutely no idea where to start”
Customer with mobility issues

“Shouldn’t the government be enforcing rules
with new build houses to make sure that they
are being built in an eco-friendlier manner?
Why is it down to me to install solar panels or
a better boiler in a new house I just bought?”
Financially Vulnerable
“I spoke to Ford about electric cars and
they discouraged me from getting one
because they are so much more
expensive…if they aren’t helping me then
why should I bother?”
Older Customer
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Instead, much of the narrative surrounding decarbonisation
feels very one-sided, displacing the responsibility
- Despite their hope for an example-led change, these
customers can feel that the onus is placed on them to solve
these global issues
- This is both on a micro level (stop using plastic straws, turn off
the lights, etc.) but also on a macro level (install a heat pump,
support a local wind farm development)

These
customers fear
that the burden
of change has
fallen on them

This can immediately alienate these already vulnerable
customers, as these goals feel far too unrealistic for them as
individuals…
– why bother, especially when a lot of these changes may
make their already difficult lives harder?

“I can change the straws that I
use but how am I supposed to
find the money for an electric
car? Why isn’t anyone helping?”
Financially Vulnerable

“I feel like the government has
passed all this down so that they
don’t need to be accountable…it’s
all very well to say turn down the
heating but we’re elderly!’
Older customer
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“We are only the little
people…where are the people
with money and power who
can actually solve this
problem?”
Mobility Issues

“Do these companies actually
care about the environment or
are they just trying to make
money out of me?”
Visually Impaired
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This sense of uncertainty and confusion can create to a
whirlwind of fears for vulnerable customers
Many fears expressed here reflect those of NPg’s wider customer base, but are heightened with vulnerable customers:
How will I
live if I get
priced
out?
Will new
energy
sources be
accessible
to me?

What if I
make a big
investment
and lose
out?

Will I live to
see the
gains from a
big
investment?

Is this
worth the
effort? Do I
even get a
choice?

Will I be in
danger if I
don’t have
power?

My home is
my world, I
can’t
upheave it…

There is a need to reassure these customers:
NPg needs to illustrate that they have considered vulnerable
customers and their individual needs in their comms, creating
solutions to ensure they can get involved
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My life will be
significantly
hindered if I
can’t drive my
car!

I’m a carer,
how will my
loved one react
to all this
change?
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Content Review

All vulnerable customers note encountering similar barriers
when first considering the communications
Financial input
-

Day-to-day financial struggles mean
decarbonization is not top of mind

-

Inability to make big financial changes
can create a sense of helplessness and
alienation

-

-

All vulnerable customers worry about
the huge financial implications the
high costs of change may have
Many lack control over their living
situation, where social housing/ living
with a chronic mobility issue means
they have little choice over where and
how they live

Limited awareness/ understanding

-

Information currently feels vague –
there is limited comms that explicitly
discusses costs & support

-

Scientific jargon (especially metrics)
can alienate those with lower levels of
pre-existing knowledge on subject

-

Topic can be overwhelming, with
limited relevance to everyday life

-

Information can also feel disjointed
and unstructured – the order of topics
does not always correlate with how
they think about these issues

Physical demands
-

The elderly/ those with mobility
issues feel they cannot meet the
physical demands asked of them,
which is demoralising

-

Uncertainty over the physical impact
changes have on the home, e.g. how
much upheaval will be caused?

-

This is especially the case for any
comms around local community or
changing personal transport: these
can really alienate these vulnerable
customers

-

Visually impaired individuals require
specific accessibility when it comes to
reading, installing and using
technology

Content that addresses these concerns is crucial. Each form of content explored in this section reassures customers on each of
these barriers to a certain extent, but with differing levels of success…
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Article – What is net zero?
This article was well received as a straight-forward introduction to Net Zero, but could be made even more accessible
Moments of success
-

-

A straightforward introduction to a complex subject
Tonally, this article is warm, approachable and informative
Customers liked the optimistic and empowering language, especially after the ‘doom and
gloom’ of Cop26 coverage
Links allow those who are more time rich/ environmentally engaged to deep dive into the
topic and improve knowledge

“I found it interesting, but I couldn’t visualise
what the percentages actually meant. If they
put it in terms of money I’d understand it”
Financially Vulnerable

Moments of confusion
-

Although this is approachable for most, those who have no prior knowledge on this subject
can still feel overwhelmed by the new terminology
Jargon and use of metrics can lead to readers switching off (‘what are CO2 KGs?’)
Too much text can alienate - there was a call for more visuals to break up the information
Graph is not immediately intuitive to vulnerable customers, especially for phone-only users
who may not have the latest tech or updated browsers

Does it break the barriers?
Financial input

What this means for NPg
-

Offer a step-by-step guide to help customers with differing levels of pre-existing knowledge to
feel their way into the topic, guiding them on where to start their learning journey
Continue to use empowering rather than intimidating language, using minimal jargon
Utilise more images, infographics and videos to make information more digestible
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? Focus is on gov.
input, not individuals’

Awareness/
understanding

✓✓

Physical demands

✕
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Article – Love your home, protect your world
By introducing too many concepts too soon this article risks alienating vulnerable customers
Moments of success
-

“Why are they talking about solar panels for your house
next to wind turbines? There’s far too much to click
through here and I don’t even know which are for me”
Customer with mobility issues
“I loved that video, it
was so simple. All of
these should come
with a video!”
Financially Vulnerable

Moments of confusion
-

-

-

Awareness/
understanding

✕

Costs are buried in the text and can
overwhelm

-

? Those that persevere can find relevant content,
but there is too much too soon

Too much, too big, too soon
This article immediately introduces concepts far beyond their scope: very few consider heat
pumps or solar panels as viable options
This can cause disengagement and dishearten even the more environmentally engaged
Customers see the issue in terms of ‘My home, My car, The World’, rather than through
different types of energy. Thus, current layout is confusing and counterintuitive
The calculator is considered good in theory but in practice it is clunky and confusing

What this means for NPg

Does it break the barriers?
Financial input

The concept of focusing on the home appeals to the needs of these customers, where they
want to make changes that improve their everyday lives
The videos are very appealing: appreciated as an informative, engaging and simple method
of explaining the alien concept of heat pumps

-

Restructuring this page to funnel the information from home –> world will help guide
customers through the topic and determine what they personally can do to help
Tools such as a calculator need to be simplified and made more readily accessible to offer
clear guidance and recommendations on what each individual could do within their means
The videos are successful: consider utilizing these to introduce more topics

? Videos and electric car content help, but

Physical
demands
NPG social
inclusion research|customers
November
| confidential
are2021
still left
unsure of what they’re
being asked to do
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Advice– Heating your home
The presentation of this advice felt inaccessible and irrelevant for these customers, leading to disengagement
Moments of success
-

Time rich & more environmentally engaged customers did enjoy learning about new
sources, such as biomass

Moments of confusion
-

Minimal guidance on what topic to start with: customers wanted clear signposting to
guide them on which page to click on first. Instead, the images & headings felt vague
Far too much jargon/ highly technical language within each article felt overwhelming
The advice offered lacks personal or relatable tone
Customers who did click through felt deflated and alienated once they realized many
options were too high cost: a sense they were wasting their time
References to ‘budget friendly’ solutions can feel naïve and insensitive to those who
are struggling financially – ‘It’s not friendly to my budget!’

“How are these ordered? Are they by cheapest
or by most environmentally friendly? How do I
know which one I should be focusing on?”
Financially Vulnerable

“The pictures and titles don’t tell me anything!”
Older customer

Does it break the barriers?
What this means for NPg
-

Offer a Q&A or introduction to the terms before click through
Clearly format topics so that customers can efficiently access information for them
Offer solutions for different budgets & present the costs of each solution early on to
ensure vulnerable customers feel acknowledged and supported
Simplify the language so that it is presented in terms these customers understand
and value: how much money/ time/ effort will this save me, when?
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Financial input

✕ ✕

Awareness/
understanding

✕

Physical
demands

✕

Most customers were left
confused over what their call to
action was here, and what they
personally could do with this
guidance
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Quiz– how much do you know about saving energy at home?
The quiz format was liked by all, offering bitesize guidance that helped vulnerable customers improve quality of life
“This is a breath of fresh air and
feels really relevant to my
everyday life… These are small
things I can actually do to both
help and save myself some
money” Financially Vulnerable

Moments of success
-

“It made me feel really good about myself as
I’m actually already doing a lot of this and
didn’t realise how much of a difference I was
making” Older customer

-

Moments of confusion
-

-

The Q&A format can start to feel a little redundant as the answer options do not offer a real
challenge – not a genuine test of knowledge
Quiz deemed a little short by those who wanted to take more advanced steps
Those with health/ mobility issues were slightly restricted on how many changes they could
realistically make, e.g. how much water they used was sometimes non-negotiable

What this means for NPg

Does it break the barriers?

✓✓✓
Awareness/ understanding ✓ ✓
Physicalresearch|
demands
NPG social inclusion
November 2021✓
| confidential

This format was liked by all: fun, bitesize and engaging
The information was relatable and felt aimed at vulnerable customers, providing relevant
advice that would help them in their everyday lives
Even less environmentally engaged customers were inspired: it alerted them to positive
actions they were already taking and empowered them to do more
Some would return to this and use it as a ‘check in’ tool to see what else they can do once
they’ve implemented one step: what they hoped to have from the calculator
Quiz has a feel-good factor that left customers feeling positive and motivated!

-

Financial input

-

They want more! Offering new quizzes with bitesize advice of this nature will allow individuals
to continue to progress in their journey towards both decarbonization and money saving
Offer financial data summaries at the end that show how much money they could save if they
implemented all these steps – further empowerment & amplifying the feel-good factor
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Blog – Low carbon transport
This is highly topical and easy to relate to, but those with mobility issues can feel alienated by current narratives
Moments of success
-

Electric cars especially are highly topical in the media at the moment, where the 2030
deadline and emphasis on change here means many are keen to learn more
Feel good factor for those who are already implementing some changes, such as walking more
Car driving technique tips were appreciated as accessible and relevant

Moments of confusion
-

Still some hesitancy re. covid and if it is ‘right’ to use public transport
Much of this page can alienate older customers and those with mobility issues – for instance,
discussion around walking more can feel quite flippant for those unable to do so
Furthermore, some feel the importance of their car is overlooked here: for some their car is
crucial for their independence, so changing this is an overwhelming and scary notion
There is limited guidance on ‘next steps’: they are being asked to change but not guided

What this means for NPg
-

Support and financial aid is pivotal here
Explicitly acknowledge the mobility issues some may face and offer guidance that includes
these customers, such as advice that’s more inline with the driving technique tips
Offer next steps for those who have their interest piqued: e.g. encourage people to cycle
more by offering road safety tips, schemes and initiatives to safely start, etc.
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“My car is everything to me and my wife, I
need so many questions answered before
I’d feel confident changing”
Older customer with mobility issues
“I would love to cycle more but I never have
and have no idea where to begin…it would be
nice to have more info on starting out”
Financially Vulnerable

Does it break the barriers?
Financial input

? Info. on costs is there but can

Awareness/
understanding

✓

Physical demands

feel unachievable: more aid needed

✕

Currently overlooks
those who struggle with
20
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Helping your community
This is a ’nice idea’ but day-to-day struggles of vulnerable customers means they require more to engage them
Moments of success
-

These customers like the concept of feeling involved in a forward-thinking community…

Moments of confusion
-

“They say ‘community’ but then talk about
the Welsh government. I’d love a video
here from other northerners talking about
what they’ve done in their town instead’
Financially vulnerable customer

-

“I can’t really walk; how can I get out in a
hard hat to set up a wind farm? That’s what
that picture implies I’ll be doing!”
Customer with mobility issues

Does it break the barriers?
Financial input

? Not currently, but a good opportunity to
illustrate help with low financial input

✕
Physical demands
✕| confidential
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Awareness/
understanding

Customers are left unsure of
what the call to action is

Currently feels labour intensive –
need e.g. of more ways to engage

…However, none of this sample were active members of their community: day-to-day
struggles meant it was difficult for them to envisage how they could get involved in a
topic they knew little about
This was especially the case for those with mobility issues: how can I get on site to help?
The case studies feel corporate, abstract and hard to relate too: why Scotland and
Wales? Why the government rather than local groups?
The call to action feels too vague – what do I do now?

What this means for NPg
-

This is a prime opportunity for utilizing videos – personal blogs, footage from a local
community effort etc. – allows for the article to feel more human and relatable
Use case studies from England or – even better – areas covered by NPg to illustrate how
anyone can get involved in an array of tasks
Promote virtual opportunities so vulnerable customers don’t feel they need to commit
too much time or effort: online communities, groups or activities may engage them,
especially groups that are decarbonization focused (i.e. not just another local Facebook
group!)
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Winning ways to engage our vulnerable customers
Make it personalised

Make it interactive

Vulnerable customers
feel alienated by
mainstream
communication and
advice, there is a need to
produce specific comms
that is empathetic to an
individual's situation.

For some having the
time, space and
accessibility for reading
longer text is more
difficult – the more
interactive (videos,
quiz’s, podcasts etc.) the
easier information is to
digest.

Offering an in person/
individual consultation
and assessment focused
on specific support and
steps would be the ideal.

Interactive bitesize
information feels
manageable, less
daunting and like a
journey they can
progress through.
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Inform about
specific support/aid

Empower with
knowledge

Elements of financial or
physical support and
advice needs to be clear
and realistic.
Tailor support packages
based on individual
needs and guide to
external help.

All want to be involved in
the conversation and do
their bit but need a
trusted source of
information and to be
shown steps and a
realistic actions.

Collaboration with
charities and social
organizations would help
process feel joined up
and trustworthy.

Filter and personalize
initiatives to the
individual so they can get
involved and feel
confident in their
knowledge.
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Recommendations

They key lessons from phase 1 still apply….
Simple education and
introduction to Net Zero

Low/no cost changes vs
big financial changes

Responsibility and
Leadership

We can’t assume customers
have understanding on Net
Zero, it is important to
provide baseline
explanations and educate
customers before we start
talking about more complex
topics.

We need to take customers
on a journey of engagement
with Net Zero – starting with
behaviour change and low/no
cost changes, before
introducing the bigger
changes that require more
investment.

We must ensure we
communicate our own
commitment to changing for
the cause – this will allow us
to become a trusted
authoritative voice and
inspire customers to also
make change.
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They key lessons from phase 1 still apply….
Give me some reference
points

The power of a single stat

Showing the progress we are
making over time.

We saw how a single graph
turned years of
decarbonisation
understanding on its head.

Comparing to other
countries, regions and towns
helps; how am I/are we
doing vs others.

Capitalise
on this
revelation.

Case studies & stories matter
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Visual and fun formats
A blend of information with
entertainment helps to
engage, and the key is to keep
it short and simple.
Think videos, quizzes, fun and
interesting facts I can learn
and share, not detailed web
pages.
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For vulnerable customers we need to do
more
#1 Reassure
Vulnerable customers have higher stakes when it comes to financial or health related fears – greater
reassurance and understanding will be needed for them to trust future changes. Providing
reassurance and an empathetic understanding of what different changes could mean will help to
reduce fear and distress.

#2 Filter and tailor information
The more general the information, the more likely it is to alienate vulnerable customers and cause
them to disengage. We need to provide information that is filtered for them specifically – creating
specific comms around different vulnerabilities or offering a form of consultation (virtually or
otherwise) that can assess needs and devise realistic personal action and steps to working towards
decarbonisation.

#3 Create more opportunities to become engaged through trusted sources
These customers are more alienated from their local communities but have trusted channels such as
the council, support groups, charities, foodbanks, carers. NPG has an opportunity to partner and
reach customers through these organisation to drive engagement with decarbonisation.
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There are also specific needs and areas of focus for differen’t
groups
Financially vulnerable
-

-

-

-

Need better direction to
financial aid and government
support
Want to understand ways
they can be involved and help
without spending a large sum
of money

Focus on information
around reducing costs and
saving energy and low/no
cost changes

-

Have limited ability to make
changes to transport – cannot
walk or take public transport,
need more information on
electric cars
Reassurance about reliability of
new energy sources as fear
power cuts/outages (for those
who rely on stair lifts/machinery
etc.)

- Focus information on
energy efficient transport and
cars and how they can
support upgrading
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Visually Impaired

Older customers

Mobility issues

-

Want to understand impact –
why it is worth making changes
now that may not benefit them

-

Need reassurance about quality
of life changing

-

Focus information on low
impact actions they can
take NOW and supporting
future generations

-

Email communication must be
sent in PDF format or available in
braille (although this is quite
rarely used these days)

-

Need help to understand if new
energy systems are usable for
sight impaired i.e.. No touch
screen technology. What is in the
pipeline? can we advocate for
companies to make systems
accessible?

-

Focus on helping to drive
greater accessibility to
information
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Contact us:
karlarendle@boxcleverconsulting.com
mattcoggan@boxcleverconsulting.com
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